
Grow wisely.

DataScape for Loan Servicers

Reduce Management Costs  |  Expand Data Access  |  Streamline Operational Insights

DataScape is a flexible, cloud-based framework built for loan servicers to improve how 
they use data to manage operations and gain business insights. Unlike other solutions 
available in the market, DataScape removes the barriers of complicated tools and costs, 
making it easy to access data. By transforming complex operational and portfolio data 
into information usable by management to drive better outcomes, DataScape makes the 
lending experience better for everyone.  

Cloud-Based Data Delivery Framework 



Expand Data Access

Reduce Management Costs

It shouldn’t be difficult or costly to access what 
already belongs to you.

Loan servicers face several common data challenges 
that make it difficult to access their own data rapidly 
and at a reasonable cost. How many of the below 
resonate for your organization?

• Data complexity has increased; more data is needed
to do the job of servicing.

• Data is stored in silos, which can create reporting
inaccuracies as a query against one data source will
be different than the answer from another.

• Decisions that need data can be delayed while data
is located and linked together, limiting the ability to
improve analytics of servicing.

• It can be quite costly to build a data system internally
to servicer operations.

DataScape addresses these challenges by moving 
massive amounts of data into a cloud-based framework 
suited for reporting and analytics. This data is held in a 
business-friendly structure that is easy to understand by 
anyone familiar with servicing. 

Sagent makes data nimble to reduce costs in your 
technology and business environment.

Your data, transformed, meaningful, and at 
your fingertips when you need it.   

You need access to data to fuel decisions and support 
better outcomes. DataScape is a set of reporting tools 
that give you:

• Standard KPI report dashboards
• Self-service custom ad-hoc reporting
• Self-service custom scheduled reporting
• Self-service queries that fuel dashboards and reports
• Shareable data extracts
• Trended and point in time data to use
• Data formatted for use by business staff

You access these tools in a secure cloud-based solution 
that defends your data while reliably delivering the 
information you need when you want it.

Streamline Operational Insights 

By avoiding unnecessary steps, you optimize 
your outcome.

Although many solutions offer the ability to view and 
produce reports and dashboards, with DataScape, you 
will also have the ability to plug in your own reporting 
and analytics tools. Using the Data Extender, you can 
consume data from the DataScape into your established 
instances of enterprise reporting and analytics tools 
like Tableau ® or Sisense ®... even Microsoft Excel! With 
the Data Extender, you control access rights and data 
management to ensure a better experience for your 
organization. From portfolio and operational data to 
data you import, you can streamline how you manage 
data in your operations with DataScape from Sagent. 
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About Sagent Lending Technologies  

Inspired by a vision of where technology is 
going, Sagent Lending Technologies brings an 
entrepreneurial energy to clients that is grounded 
by industry-leading credibility. We work with 
some of the largest servicers in the country 
bringing a premier borrower experience and 
lowered cost of servicing front and center.  Using 
the latest technologies, and keeping centered on 
compliance, we ensure our lender community can 
focus on growing their business.  

Our product suite and extensibility give our 
lenders the power of choice and flexibility to 
evolve with their business needs. Sagent values 
stronger partnerships, a sharper focus, versatility 
and configurability, and the ability to move swiftly 
and grow wisely.

484-673-1100
sagentlending.com
info@sagentlending.com


